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INTRODUCTION

Improving your posture is a lifelong endeavor that

benefits you in so many ways. A more optimal

posture sets you up for better movement,

improved joint and connective tissue health, and

enhanced breath capacity. When you stand taller

and more aligned, you FEEL better in every way!
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TRIPLE S 

ON THE WALL

WHY

Triple S is an easy cue I came up

with to align your posture. When you

line up your Skull, Scapulae, and

Sacrum to touch the wall, you are

positioning the pelvis and spine in

the most optimal alignment.

HOW

Stand against a wall with your feet

slightly away and press the back of

your skull, scapulae (shoulderblades)

and sacrum (lowest back segment)

on the wall. Draw the abdominals in

and make the spine as long as

possible.

Alternative: bend the knees, even

more, to free up the tissue on the

back of the legs running up into the

back to set the Triple S in place.
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TRIPLE S 

ON THE BACK TO LOW BRIDGE

WHY

Learning how to use the glutes effectively will help you stabilize the pelvis in a

standing posture and set you up for better movement.

HOW

On your back, you can use the floor for feedback like you did with the wall to

find the Triple S. Keep your low back lengthened and abdominals toned, and lift

your hips off the floor into a low bridge. Activate the glutes by tapping on them

to get them firing up! Hold for 30-60 seconds and repeat often.
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SHOULDER STRETCH 

ON THE WALL

WHY

Opening up the chest is important

for posture as we tend to round our

shoulders in every day life

activities, shortening the tissues in

the chest and around the front 

of shoulders.

HOW

Stand with your right hip closer to

wall, bend both knees, and make a

goalpost with the right arm. Place

the hand and forearm on the wall

and begin to walk your feet to face

away from the wall until you feel a

chest stretch. Keep the Triple S in

effect and hold the stretch for 10-20

seconds. Repeat with left arm.
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TRIPLE S 

SUPINE REVERSE

WHY

Strengthening the muscles that surround the spine will make it easier to hold

your optimal posture in standing and other positions.

HOW

Lie on your stomach, forehead on the floor, and bring hands under the

forehead. Feel the Triple S in effect and tone the abdominals to slightly lift the

front body away from the floor. Hold this firming for 5-10 seconds and repeat

five  times.
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LOW LUNGE 

STANDING

WHY

The halfkneel lunge is a wonderful position to put your Triple S into effect and

stretch the front of the hip with an active core.

HOW

From a kneeling position, step right foot forward so that both knees are at a 90-

degree angle. Keep your left glute and abdominals toned and bring both hands

behind your skull. Pull your head back into your hands to align the head and

open the chest. Hold and breathe for 10- 20 seconds and repeat on left side.
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COBRA POSE 

ON THE GROUND

WHY

Opening the chest and shoulders actively with a strong core will help your

posture in standing.

HOW

Lie on stomach, tone the abdominals and glutes to keep the neutral pelvis, and

place hands under shoulders. Pull hands back (without actually moving them) to

lift and expand chest. Keep neck neutral, gazing forward. Hold for 10 seconds

and repeat five times.
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LEARN MORE
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To help your posture, boost your energy, and get

you fully LYT UP, visit our classes at
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